Identifying Strategic Protest Routes for Civil Resistance
An Analysis of Optimal Approaches to Tahrir Square in Cairo, Egypt
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while the protest routes used the size, distance and density of roads to determine optimal areas and routes.
Lastly, the optimal gathering points, routes
and convergence points were combined on a
single map to provide guidance for protest
organizers.

3. Convergence Points
Smaller groups of protesters converge
at major roads and continue to Tahrir
Square on approach routes. The criteria
used for convergence points in this
analysis were:
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to start, what direction to head and where to
converge for the final approach.

Limitations
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The same methodology was used to determine optimal convergence points

2. Protest Routes

This analysis starts by identifying three critical strategic elements for a successful protest
route: 1) gathering points where demonstrators
initiate protests; 2) two types of routes —

Walkable Road Network

The results of this project demonstrate that
GIS tools can be used for plotting strategic
routes for protest using criteria that can
change based on the unique geospatial environment.

Between 1.5 and 3 km walking

Translated protest pamphlet

Methodology

Results

Protest route collection areas are densely
populated and encourage residents to join, increasing participation. Protest approach
routes link convergence points to Tahrir
Square. Optimal protest route criteria was:

Protest collection area: High road density
area (as a proxy for population)
Protest approach: Most direct route to
Tahrir Square using major roads
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